### Description

When selecting a "partial" backup (option "let me select the learning objects"), when clicking to generate the backup, I get back to the backup options screen.

This is related to the added CSRF check in this form. Please fix.

### History

**#1 - 05/11/2014 22:26 - Daniel Barreto**

- Assignee changed from Daniel Barreto to Yannick Warnier
- % Done changed from 0 to 50

There was an extra form to select course items to import/export.

This form did not have security token, then submit could not be validated because of missing security token.

Things done:

- Add hidden security token into parameters used to created course select form

Send PR419

[https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/419](https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/419)

**#2 - 06/11/2014 21:49 - Yannick Warnier**

- Status changed from Assigned to Bug resolved
- Assignee changed from Yannick Warnier to Daniel Barreto
- % Done changed from 50 to 100

Checked and confirmed fixed.